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THE TENT
TENT 
Always choose a larger berth than the number of people 
camping, this gives you extra space for luggage.

  SPARE TENT PEGS 
Nothing worse than bent tent pegs

  MALLET 
Ideal for knocking tent pegs into the ground.

  LANTERN
  DUCT TAPE

  BRUSH
  ELECTRIC HOOK UP 

Adds electric to your tent, for the mod cons.

SLEEPING
  SLEEPING BAG
  SLEEPING MAT/AIRBED 

Whether roll mat or double airbed, this can add comfort 
and extra insulation during the night.

  CAMP BED 
A camp bed gets you off  
of the ground.

  PILLOW 
  EXTRA CLOTHING 

The temperature does drop at night, layer up and you can 
remove layers as you get warmer during the night. 

  EAR PLUGS 
Other campers can be loud; whether after you’ve gone to 
bed, or before you want to wake up. 

THE CAMPSITE
  FURNITURE 

Camping chairs and tables can go a long way to creating a 
great social area outside the tent or in the living area.

  PORTABLE TOILET 
Ideal for the middle of the night, or with young children.

  WINDBREAK 
  TORCH/ HEADTORCH 

Much needed for finding the  
loo during the night!

  BIN BAGS
  STRING/CORD 

Can be used for binding, or an onsite washing line.

THE CAMPING KITCHEN
  WATER CONTAINER 

Ideal for drinking water, or trips to the onsite tap.

  STOVE/BBQ 
  GAS/CHARCOAL 

depending on your choice of cooking appliance.

  POTS/PANS
  LOW WATTAGE APPLIANCES
  KETTLE
  UTENSILS 
  TABLEWARE 

Plates, bowls, cups etc

  CUTLERY
  BASIN
  TIN OPENER 

  BOTTLE OPENER
  COOLBOX/COOLBAG 
  MATCHES/LIGHTER
  WET WIPES

HEALTH AND SAFETY
  PERSONAL MEDICATIONS 

(plus extra)

  FIRST AID KIT
  SUN CREAM
  ANTI-BACTERIAL HANDWASH
  INSECT REPELLENT
  EXTRA BATTERIES
  POCKET KNIFE
  TOILET ROLL
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